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Abstract

Self-supervised pre-training strategies have recently
shown impressive results for training general-purpose fea-
ture extraction backbones in computer vision. In combi-
nation with the Vision Transformer architecture, the DINO
self-distillation technique has interesting emerging proper-
ties, such as unsupervised clustering in the latent space and
semantic correspondences of the produced features without
using explicit human-annotated labels. The STEGO method
for unsupervised semantic segmentation contrastively dis-
tills feature correspondences of a DINO-pre-trained Vision
Transformer and recently set a new state of the art. How-
ever, the detailed workings of STEGO have yet to be disen-
tangled, preventing its usage in safety-critical applications.

This paper provides a deeper understanding of the
STEGO architecture and training strategy by conduct-
ing studies that uncover the working mechanisms behind
STEGO, reproduce and extend its experimental validation,
and investigate the ability of STEGO to transfer to different
datasets. Results demonstrate that the STEGO architecture
can be interpreted as a semantics-preserving dimensional-
ity reduction technique.

1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation is the task of assigning pixel-

wise class labels to an image. Its applications range from
scene understanding for autonomous navigation [19, 43],
environmental monitoring [2,4], to medical imaging [32,34]
to name a few. Current state-of-the-art deep learning-based
semantic segmentation approaches are trained in a super-
vised fashion and thus require a large amount of training
data, i.e., explicit pixel-wise target labels, also known as
segmentation maps. However, freely available open-source
datasets with dense segmentation labels for industrial ap-
plications are scarce and costly to obtain as opposed to
per-image class labels such as those used in popular image
datasets like ImageNet [33], CIFAR [25], or MNIST [15].

To alleviate this shortcoming, researchers recently
turned to self-supervised learning methods to retrieve se-
mantic information from images without using human-
annotated labels. The field recently gained traction with
self-supervised representation learning algorithms such as
SimCLR [10], BYOL [18], and SwAV [8], with which fea-
ture extraction backbones can be learned without the ex-
plicit use of target labels. The image representations gen-
erated by these backbones can then be used for various
downstream tasks. Among those algorithms, the DINO pre-
training strategy [9] is particularly notable. Combined with
the recent Visual Transformer (ViT) architecture [16], the
DINO pre-training objective produces semantically consis-
tent patch-wise image embeddings that can be effectively
used for various downstream tasks such as image classifica-
tion [9], part co-segmentation [3], video instance segmen-
tation [9], or neural rendering [39]. In the remainder, we
refer to a ViT trained using the DINO pre-training strategy
as the DINO backbone, or simply, DINO. These feature ex-
traction backbones also facilitate self-supervised semantic
segmentation. For instance, the STEGO architecture and
training strategy [20] builds on DINO and post-processes
its expressive features through a self-supervised correlation
loss, which distills feature correspondences. Despite be-
ing compute-efficient by freezing the DINO backbone, the
STEGO approach demonstrates impressive capabilities on
unsupervised semantic segmentation benchmarks.

Given the promises of these methods, it is essential to
understand their transferability to real-world settings be-
fore deployment to ensure reproducibility, robustness, and
safety. However, looking closely at STEGO, we strug-
gled to reproduce some of the results reported in the orig-
inal publication [20]. Additionally, self-supervised learn-
ing mechanisms are intricate and still poorly understood.
In particular, experimental evaluation has yet to clearly
separate contributions in ablation studies and benchmark
performance across multiple datasets to ensure robust per-
formance in safety-critical applications. Concerning self-
supervised segmentation using STEGO, we identified some
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missing benchmark results and ablation studies investigat-
ing the contribution of this new approach in more detail.

In this paper, we provide a deeper understanding of the
STEGO architecture and training strategy to ensure its well-
informed usage and motivate further development. Particu-
larly, our contributions are as follows.

1. We reproduce and extend STEGO’s experimental vali-
dation, demonstrating a stronger baseline performance
of the DINO backbone than reported in the STEGO pa-
per [20] and reporting missing evaluation metrics for a
more comprehensive evaluation.

2. We disentangle STEGO’s working mechanisms and at-
tribute its superior unsupervised performance to both
dimensionality reduction of the backbone’s embed-
dings and a non-linear projection that yields more se-
mantically clustered representations.

3. We compare STEGO with well-established dimension-
ality reduction techniques across different dimensions
and datasets, revealing STEGO’s better suitability for
unsupervised clustering and providing insights into its
sensitivity to the target dimension.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

Methods addressing label scarcity in deep semantic seg-
mentation can broadly be taxonomized into weakly super-
vised, and unsupervised methods [36]. Weakly supervised
algorithms for semantic segmentation often rely on coarse
supervision, e.g., by training a segmentation model only
through image-level annotations [1,42] or bounding box la-
bels [30]. Other weakly supervised approaches use incom-
pletely labeled segmentation datasets, also known as semi-
supervision [27].

On the other hand, unsupervised semantic segmentation
algorithms use no explicit labels. A core idea behind unsu-
pervised semantic segmentation is clustering dense visual
descriptors of an image into perceptual groups. Some algo-
rithms frame this task as a graph partitioning problem, ei-
ther on the input image [37] or, more recently, on deep ViT-
features [29]. Furthermore, standard k-means-style cluster-
ing [3], or matrix factorization [12] of features from pre-
trained backbones were successfully used to detect related
ontologies for unsupervised semantic segmentation. Other
methods use self-supervision to learn visual descriptors for
unsupervised segmentation. For instance, PiCIE [11] clus-
ters pixel-level features by optimizing a self-supervised loss
that enforces invariance to photometric and equivariance to
geometric transformations. Self-supervision is also often
used for feature distillation of pre-trained backbones before
clustering. For example, the MaskContrast [40] algorithm

uses a pre-trained network to extract a binary mask of an
image’s main object, also referred to as saliency estima-
tion, contrastively trains a separate network that maximizes
agreement of the pixel embeddings with the extracted ob-
ject mask, and finally clusters the pixel embeddings using
k-means. MaskDistill [41] uses object masks from clus-
tered ViT-features as pseudo-ground-truth labels to train a
second network on high-confidence segmentation masks.
While previous feature distillation approaches introduce a
proxy network, the STEGO [20] algorithm directly utilizes
a ViT backbone, distills the produced latent features, and
clusters them into distinct ontologies – promising a simple
and efficient training strategy.

2.2. STEGO Architecture

The architecture of the STEGO pipeline is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pre-trained DINO
backbone [9] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches, also called
tokens. Multiple Transformer layers then process these to-
kens. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are reshaped into a
DViT-dimensional image-like feature map fViT. The STEGO
architecture adds three main modules on top of DINO. First,
an optional bilinear upsampling layer is added to upsample
the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain the original input
image resolution. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The probes eval-
uate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s output.
A stop-gradient operation ensures that the simultaneous op-
timizations of both probes and the segmentation head do
not influence each other and that supervised label informa-
tion propagates neither into the segmentation head nor the
backbone. Finally, the output is optionally refined using a
Conditional Random Field (CRF) [24].

As shown in Figure 2, the STEGO segmentation head
consists of several linear layers and a non-linear ReLU [17]
activation function. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT, and specify DSTEGO = 70.
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
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1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO Nc

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The

2
Figure 1. Architecture of the STEGO validation pipeline. The top of the figure shows abstractions of the operations and their training
losses. The table indicates each operation’s outputs and their dimensions. x is the input image, DINO is the frozen ViT backbone, fViT is an
image-like feature map (i.e., reshaped ViT tokens), S is the segmentation head, and the Linear Probe (LP) and Cluster Probe (CP) evaluate
the segmentation head output fSTEGO and map to Nc class probabilities. The stop-gradient module ensures that the optimizations of S, LP,
and CP do not influence each other and that label information can neither propagate into S nor DINO. We display the validation pipeline,
which uses 320×320 images. The training pipeline processes 224×224 images, does not upsample the ViT feature map fViT, and does not
use CRF by default.
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
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2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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ducing and extending its experimental validation to ensure
its well-informed usage and motivate further development.
Particularly, our contributions are:

1. A study reproducing some main results, highlighting
a stronger zero-shot performance of DINO than sug-
gested in the STEGO paper, and reporting missing
STEGO metrics to paint a more comprehensive picture
of its performance.

2. Ablations on STEGO’s embedding dimension and its
effect on downstream task-dependent metrics. Com-
parison to other linear dimensionality reduction tech-
niques across three benchmark datasets.

3. A detailed discussion of the STEGO method, disclos-
ing directions for future research.

2. Background
2.1. Related Works

TODO - Alex

2.2. STEGO Architecture

An overview of STEGO’s architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The approach uses an ImageNet-pretrained DINO
backbone [8] for feature extraction. Before being fed into
the ViT, an input image x is patched into 8×8 image patches
which are subsequently mapped into a latent representation
using a simple linear layer. A learnable positional encod-
ing is then added to these embedded patches which are also
called tokens. These tokens are then processed by multi-
ple transformer layers. Finally, the ViT’s output tokens are
reshaped into a DViT-dimensional image-like feature map
m. The STEGO architecture adds three main modules on
top of DINO. First, am optional bilinear upsampling layer is
added to upsample the feature map by a factor of 8 to regain
the original input image resolution. Note that the upsam-
pling is only performed at inference for evaluation but not
during training. Then, an unsupervised segmentation head
projects the DINO features from DViT to DSTEGO dimen-
sions. Here, the dimensionality DViT of the ViT features de-
pends on the choice of the backbone (DViT = 384 for ViT-
Small, 768 for ViT-Base) and the target dimension DSTEGO
is a hyper-parameter. Lastly, a cluster or linear probe is
trained with few labels to assign each pixel a probability of
each of the NC semantic target classes. The linear probes
evaluate the feature quality of the segmentation head’s out-
put. A stop-gradient operation after the segmentation head
ensures that no supervised label information propagates into
the segmentation head. Finally, the output is optionally re-
fined using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [23]. TODO
DELETE: x fViT fSTEGO DViTDSTEGO NC

The STEGO segmentation head consists of several lin-
ear layers and a non-linear ReLU [16] activation function as

shown in Figure 2. The segmentation head processes each
feature separately by applying a 1×1 convolution to the fea-
ture map. That is, neighboring features do not influence
each other in this head. Moreover, the module performs
a projection of the DViT-dimensional input vector into a
DSTEGO-dimensional output embedding space. The authors
propose to reduce the channel dimension in the segmenta-
tion head, i.e., DSTEGO < DViT) and specify DSTEGO = 70.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

A contrastive loss is used to train the segmentation
head of the STEGO architecture. This self-supervised loss
aims at amplifying the correlation patterns that are already
present in the features produced by the DINO backbone and
making them more consistent across the training dataset. As
noted before, during training, the segmentation head oper-
ates directly on the DINO features without intermediate up-
sampling.

Hamilton et al.’s contrastive framework is based on ViT
token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are commonly
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [8,9]). In the STEGO context,
token pairs are defined using the cosine similarity of two
ViT tokens: A pair is considered positive when the cosine
similarity of two tokens exceed a certain threshold other-
wise, they are considered negative. Their contrastive corre-
lation loss is used to train the segmentation head and push
the features of positive token pairs towards alignment, cor-
responding to a cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs
are pushed towards anti-alignment, corresponding to a co-
sine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x0) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (m,m0) as well as segmentation head
outputs (s, s0). Subsequently, they calculate the cosine sim-
ilarities between all token pairs m and m0 to obtain a fea-
ture correspondence tensor CViT. Analogously, they calcu-
late the correspondence tensor CSTEGO of the segmentation
head outputs (s, s0). Their contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x0, b) = �
X

hwij

(CViT,hwij � b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CDINO ex-
ceeds the threshold b, which can be interpreted as a form of
negative pressure, in the case of a positive token pair and to-
wards –1 otherwise. The paper mentions several strategies
to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse such as spatial cen-
tering of the correspondence tensor CViT and zero-clamping
of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pair (x,x0) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: The
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Figure 2. Architecture of the non-linear segmentation head S. The
module projects the dimension of a vector from DViT to DSTEGO.

2.3. STEGO Training Strategy

Hamilton et al.’s [20] contrastive framework is based on
ViT token pairs as opposed to image pairs which are often
used in the context of contrastive self-supervised training
strategies in computer vision [9, 10]. Hamilton et al. define
token pairs using the cosine similarity of two ViT tokens:
A pair is considered positive when the cosine similarity of
two tokens exceeds a certain threshold; otherwise, they are
considered negative. Their contrastive correlation loss is
used to train the segmentation head and push the features of
positive token pairs towards alignment, corresponding to a
cosine similarity of 1, while negative pairs are pushed to-
wards a cosine similarity of –1.

The loss is implemented as follows. First, they assem-
ble a pair of images (x,x′) and obtain the corresponding
DINO feature maps (fViT, f

′
ViT) as well as segmentation head

outputs (fSTEGO, f
′
STEGO). Subsequently, they calculate the

cosine similarities between all token pairs fViT and f ′ViT to
obtain a feature correspondence tensor CViT. Each entry
CViT,hwij ∈ [−1, 1] in the feature correspondence tensor is
the cosine similarity between a token in fViT and a token in
f ′ViT where (h,w) and (i, j) represent the spatial locations
of the tokens in the two feature maps, respectively. Anal-
ogously, they calculate the correspondence tensor CSTEGO
of the segmentation head outputs (fSTEGO, f

′
STEGO). Their

contrastive correlation loss

Lcorr(x,x
′, b) = −

∑

hwij

(CViT,hwij − b)CSTEGO,hwij (1)

pushes an entry in the STEGO feature correspondence ten-
sor CSTEGO towards 1 if the respective entry in CViT ex-
ceeds the threshold b in the case of a positive token pair
and towards –1 otherwise. The parameter b can be inter-
preted as a form of negative pressure. The paper mentions
several strategies to stabilize the loss and prevent collapse,
such as spatial centering of the correspondence tensor CViT
and zero-clamping of the correspondence tensor CSTEGO.

The choice of image pairs (x,x′) contributes towards the
amount of positive and negative learning signal from the
loss function. In total, the loss uses three image pairs: the
image with itself (x,x), the image with one of its 7 nearest
neighbors (x,xknn), and the image with a randomly chosen
one (x,xrand). While the first two image pairs provide a
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positive training signal, since many token pairs have similar
features, the latter one contributes mostly negative signals
because most token pairs will likely be dissimilar, assuming
the dataset is large and diverse. Finally, the overall loss

L =
∑

i∈{self,knn,rand}
λiLcorr(x,xi, bi) (2)

is calculated as the weighted sum of the correlation losses
of the three individual pairs. Overall, the STEGO loss intro-
duces six hyperparameters, λself, λknn, λrand, bself, bknn, and
brand, which require careful tuning.

3. Reestablishing Baselines
Hamilton et al. show that STEGO significantly outper-

forms other unsupervised segmentation algorithms such as
PiCIE [11] on the Cocostuff-27 [7] dataset. Notably, they
demonstrate that STEGO outperforms the DINO baseline,
where segmentation is performed on the DINO features di-
rectly. However, our preliminary experiments had indicated
that the performance of the DINO backbone alone is al-
ready highly competitive, i.e. the DINO backbone produces
highly semantic features – an observation in line with the
original presentation [9]. This discrepancy motivated us
to conduct a controlled reproducibility study of the result
stated in the original STEGO paper [20].

3.1. Experimental Setup

Evaluation, datasets, metrics. Recent works on self-
supervised learning evaluate the expressivity and general-
izability of features on several downstream tasks. Com-
mon evaluation protocols in computer vision involve train-
ing linear or k-NN classifiers using the ImageNet bench-
mark [9, 10] or semantic segmentation challenges [18]. We
adhere to the protocol in the original presentation to evalu-
ate the features produced by the STEGO segmentation head.

Hamilton et al. [20] evaluate the segmentation head fea-
tures in two styles. First, they propose an unsupervised
cluster probe, i.e. a cosine similarity-based k-means al-
gorithm [28] that detects NC clusters in the segmentation
head’s representation space. The identified clusters are
mapped to human-interpretable labels using a linear sum
assignment solved via the Hungarian algorithm [26] on the
ground-truth labels. Second, they assess the general feature
quality using a supervised linear probe, i.e. a linear layer
processing the extracted fixed segmentation head outputs,
which is trained via a standard cross-entropy loss with la-
bels from the ground-truth segmentation map.

To stay consistent with the original work, we use the
Cocostuff-27 [7], Cityscapes [13], and Potsdam-3 [22]
datasets for all of our experiments. We report the valida-
tion mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and accuracy as
the primary evaluation metrics to be directly comparable to

Parameter
Configuration

Actual Reported

Dataset Cocostuff Cityscapes Potsdam *
Train steps 7000 7000 5000 -
Batch size 32 32 16 32
Crop type 5-crop 5-crop No crop 5-crop
Backbone ViT-B ViT-B ViT-S ViT-B
0-clamp - - True True
Pointwise True False True True
DSTEGO 90 100 70 70
λrand 0.15 0.91 0.63 *
λknn 1.00 0.58 0.25 *
λself 0.10 1.00 0.67 *
brand 1.00 0.31 0.76 *
bknn 0.20 0.18 0.02 *
bself 0.12 0.46 0.08 *

Table 1. Training configuration extracted from the pre-trained
models of STEGO and configuration reported in the paper [20].
The first 5 parameters are generic training parameters that also
apply to our “non-STEGO experiments” (i.e., our baseline exper-
iments from Section 3 and the experiments in Section 4). The re-
maining parameters are STEGO-specific training parameters. We
show only parameters that are different between the datasets or
deviate from the original paper’s information. For the remaining
parameters, we refer readers to our supplementary material. Note
that “-” means the information was unavailable in the code or the
paper, and “*” means multiple results were reported.

the original presentation. We follow the exact evaluation
procedure from the STEGO repository by reporting results
on the validation set and cherry-picking models performing
best on the validation unsupervised mIoU benchmark.

Model configuration. Tab. 1’s middle column shows
the actual training configuration we retrieved from each
dataset’s pre-trained STEGO model shipped with the pa-
per’s source code1. The table’s right-most column mentions
the parameters given in their report. Notably, some infor-
mation in the actual configuration differs from the data re-
ported in the original publication.

The data in Tab. 1 offers other interesting insights. The
STEGO embedding dimension DSTEGO is different for all
datasets, and the dimension reported in the paper only
matches the Potsdam dataset. The training configuration for
the Potsdam dataset differs from the other ones, i.e. using
a smaller backbone, fewer training steps, no five-cropping
of training images, and a smaller batch size. Furthermore,
the loss hyperparameters are remarkably different for each
dataset. We also report the hyperparameters for the Potsdam
dataset here, which are not given in the original paper [20].

1github.com/mhamilton723/STEGO
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Method

Cocostuff Cityscapes Potsdam

Unsupervised
Cluster probe

Supervised
Linear probe

Unsupervised
Cluster probe

Supervised
Linear probe

Unsupervised
Cluster probe

Supervised
Linear probe

Acc mIoU Acc mIoU Acc mIoU Acc mIoU Acc mIoU Acc mIoU

STEGO (theirs) 56.9 28.2 76.1 41.0 73.2 21.0 - - 77.0 - - -
STEGO (ours) ✓56.9 ✓28.2 ✓76.1 ✓41.1 ✓73.2 ✓21.0 89.6 28.0 ✓77.0 62.6 85.9 74.8
DINO (theirs) 30.5 9.6 66.8 29.4 - - - - - - - -
DINO (ours) †42.4 †13.0 †75.8 ‡44.4 52.6 15.2 ‡91.3 ‡34.9 71.3 54.3 84.5 72.8

Table 2. Validation results of reproducibility study showing accuracy (“Acc”) and mIoU in % for the different evaluation styles and datasets.
Values reported in the original paper [20] are marked “theirs”, and missing ones are denoted with “-”. Our results evaluating the pre-trained
models are marked “STEGO (ours)”. “DINO (ours)” is a re-training of the probes directly on the DINO backbone. Successful reproduction
is denoted with ✓ and a stronger DINO performance than reported in [20] is indicated with † and ‡. All evaluations post-process with CRF.

We use the “actual configuration” retrieved from the pre-
trained models without performing additional hyperparam-
eter optimizations to remain comparable with Hamilton et
al.’s [20] results. Our source code is publicly available2 and
only applies minimal changes to the original code, e.g., for
more extensive logging, which are clearly highlighted.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Tab. 2 displays the results of our reproducibility study
across all three benchmarking datasets. First, we show that
using the pre-trained STEGO models provided by the au-
thors, we are able to reproduce the results from the pa-
per (highlighted with ✓), which validates our evaluation
pipeline. Moreover, we paint a more comprehensive picture
by reporting missing metrics for the Cityscapes and Pots-
dam datasets.

Second, we directly evaluate the features produced by
the DINO backbone by re-training the cluster and linear
probe on the backbone while fixing all other training set-
tings. We find that the DINO baseline results are consis-
tently better than those provided in the paper [20] (high-
lighted with †). This is surprising as we use the evalua-
tion pipeline provided by the authors and do not introduce
changes that could influence the training performance.

Notably, for linear probe-style evaluation, the DINO
baseline performs approximately on par with the STEGO
approach, sometimes even outperforming STEGO (high-
lighted with ‡). This result means that the features produced
by DINO and the STEGO segmentation head exhibit similar
linear separability. DINO demonstrates a remarkable abil-
ity to provide semantically meaningful features and gener-
alize to different datasets despite being pre-trained solely
on ImageNet [33], while Hamilton et al. [20] fine-tuned the
segmentation head on the respective datasets. DINO’s per-
formance is particularly noteworthy, given the significant

2github.com/merantix-momentum/stego-studies

domain shifts between ImageNet and Potsdam’s aerial im-
agery and ego-camera footage from Cityscapes.

However, as shown in Tab. 2, the STEGO embeddings
are better suited for the unsupervised cluster probe task than
the raw DINO features. Hamilton et al. argue that “[d]ue to
the feature distillation process, STEGO’s segmentation fea-
tures tend to form clear clusters” (page 6, [20]). While more
“distinct clusters” (page 1, [20]) could explain STEGO’s su-
perior k-means clustering performance, there might be ad-
ditional possible explanations.

First, STEGO can adapt to a domain shift to the new data
distribution since it includes a trainable segmentation head.
It needs to be clarified what the contribution of the STEGO
loss for adapting to new datasets really is, as opposed to the
DINO pre-training objective, which could also be used to
fine-tune the backbone. For instance, can one fine-tune the
ViT backbone – either entirely, using adapters [21], or addi-
tional linear heads – using the DINO loss on a new dataset
and obtain a performance competitive with STEGO? As
Caron et al. [9] show, DINO provides semantically mean-
ingful representations. The DINO loss is better understood
due to its pervasion in the community and involves less hy-
perparameter tuning.

Second, STEGO’s dimensionality reduction from DViT
to DSTEGO (a factor of ≈ 8 for Cocostuff and Cityscapes)
could in itself be a reason for a higher unsupervised cluster-
ing performance. The k-means algorithm used for cluster-
ing minimizes the sum of squared distances between each
data point and its cluster centroid. Due to the curse of di-
mensionality, distances between data points in higher di-
mensions become exponentially larger and more uniform.
This observation also holds for the cosine distance-based
variant of k-means applied in the STEGO paper. Less
significant distances make it harder to identify clusters in
higher dimensional spaces. Hence, it could be that STEGO
preserves the semantics of DINO features while projecting
them into a lower-dimensional space where k-means per-
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forms better. Again, the question remains whether a similar
result could be obtained by training a feature downsampling
layer or segmentation head using the DINO strategy.

The STEGO paper [20] does not explore these issues ex-
perimentally. Particularly, the research community has yet
to disentangle the mechanisms behind STEGO’s superior
performance in the unsupervised clustering case with ex-
perimental results. In the remainder of this paper, we take
a closer look at STEGO and test whether the method can
be interpreted as a dimensionality-reduction technique that
preserves DINO’s semantic feature correspondences.

4. Disentangling STEGO’s Working Principles
We work towards disentangling the functional mecha-

nisms behind STEGO by re-training the segmentation head
with different output dimensions DSTEGO. Consequently,
we draw conclusions from STEGO’s performance on the
linear and cluster probe downstream tasks. These ablations
also give practitioners an intuition for how sensitive STEGO
is towards its output dimension DSTEGO and serve as an-
other reproducibility experiment. Previously, we argued
that STEGO may be interpretable as a semantics-preserving
dimensionality reduction technique. Hence, we compare
STEGO with two standard methods that can reduce the di-
mensionality of the high-dimensional ViT features.

4.1. Dimensionality Reduction Baselines

Principal component analysis. Principal component
analysis (PCA) [31] is a well-established unsupervised di-
mensionality reduction technique. First, PCA identifies a
set of orthogonal vectors, known as principal components,
that capture the most variance in the dataset. Secondly, the
algorithm uses the top-k principal components to linearly
project the dataset into a lower-dimensional space.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative explained variance of the
principal components of the DINO embeddings for all three
investigated datasets. For Cityscapes, PCA can explain
roughly 75 % of the dataset’s variance using only roughly
33 % of the number of components. For the other datasets,
more components are required to explain the same variance.
The steep cumulative explained variance curve, especially
for Cityscapes, indicates great potential for dimensionality
reduction techniques operating on the ViT features.
Random Projection. Another compute-efficient dimen-
sionality reduction technique commonly used in the ma-
chine learning context is Random Projection (RP) [5, 14],
which linearly transforms high-dimensional feature vectors
into a randomly chosen subspace. We use Gaussian RP,
which initializes the projection matrix with orthogonal col-
umn vectors drawn from a normal distribution. The algo-
rithm approximately retains pair-wise distances with high
probability [23], which makes RP well-suited for clustering
with k-means [6].
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Figure 3. Cumulative explained variance of the principal compo-
nents of DINO features for all datasets. We fit PCA on at most
5000 randomly selected training images, i.e., ≈ 3M ViT-tokens, to
keep the memory consumption tractable. The x-axis is normalized
as different embedding dimensions are used for the three datasets.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows our results, which analyze the embedding
dimension hyperparameter of various unsupervised seman-
tic segmentation techniques. As previously noted, we use
three methods to reduce the dimensionality of the DINO
features: the segmentation head of STEGO, PCA, and RP.
In the latter two cases, we swap out STEGO’s segmentation
head and train the linear and cluster probes on the PCA-
or RP-transformed output directly while keeping the rest of
the training and validation pipeline fixed. We observe sev-
eral interesting results.

For linear probing in Figure 4 (a–c), STEGO can reduce
the dimensionality with little loss in performance up to ap-
proximately DSTEGO. This means that STEGO is an effi-
cient non-linear dimensionality reduction technique. How-
ever, through an ablation across multiple dimensions, we
confirm our experimental result from Tab. 2, indicating that
STEGO provides little, if any, performance benefit over the
DINO baseline for linear probe-style evaluation. By analyz-
ing STEGO’s performance at the unreduced DINO dimen-
sion, i.e., DSTEGO = DViT, we can isolate the segmentation
head’s dimensionality reduction from its non-linear projec-
tion. Notably, features produced by the STEGO segmen-
tation head at the unreduced dimension are less or equally
linearly separable than DINO features. Hence, the segmen-
tation head does not project DINO’s features in a useful way
for linear probing. However, it should be noted that the hy-
perparameters of the STEGO training strategy are not fine-
tuned and thus are strictly only compatible with the original
output dimension DSTEGO. Hence, the reduced performance
at the full dimension could also be due to hyperparameter
instability. Finally, STEGO performs better or at least on
par with the linear dimensionality reduction techniques on
the linear probing task.
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Figure 4. Validation mIoU of different dimensionality reduction techniques with cluster- and linear probe-style evaluation across different
embedding dimensions. The ▼ data points are the results from Tab. 2. The • data points show the same results without the CRF post-
processing. All remaining data is without CRF to paint an undistorted picture of the effectiveness of the underlying segmentation pipeline.
The × data points show the results of models trained with different embedding dimensions and dimensionality reduction algorithms.

Figure 4 (d, e) shows that STEGO consistently outper-
forms PCA, RP, and plain DINO across all embedding di-
mensions in the unsupervised clustering task. This demon-
strates that STEGO can robustly project ViT features into
a wide range of target dimensions – even into much lower
ones than suggested in the original paper [20]. Hence, the
segmentation head preserves semantic information for the
clustering task while simultaneously reducing the number
of embedding dimensions. However, STEGO’s superior
performance for unsupervised clustering cannot only be at-
tributed to its dimensionality-reducing aspect since we also
see a performance boost in Figure 4 (d, e) at the original di-
mension DSTEGO = DViT = 768. This observation could
be evidence of Hamilton et al.’s argument of more com-
pact and distinct clusters in features produced by STEGO
that could facilitate better k-means convergence. However,
STEGO’s improvement over DINO may also be due to the
adaptation of the segmentation head to the new training
data distribution. Training the segmentation head or Trans-

former adapter layers [21] using a simpler loss (e.g., the
DINO loss) could potentially achieve comparable perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, we conclude for the unsupervised
downstream task: Besides efficiently reducing the dimen-
sion, STEGO also projects DINO’s output features to rep-
resentations that are more suited for k-means clustering. In
contrast, we did not observe a benefit of STEGO for linear
probing over the DINO baseline at an unreduced dimension.

Figure 4 (d, e) also demonstrates that PCA approxi-
mately retains the unsupervised performance of DINO up
to an embedding dimension of D = 48 – a significant
reduction by a factor of 16 compared to the original di-
mension DViT = 768 of the DINO baseline. Simulta-
neously, in Figure 4 (a–c), the performance of the PCA-
transformed features on the linear probing downstream task
approximately exponentially decreases with lower embed-
ding dimensions (note that the x-axis is in log-scale). From
Figure 3, we know that the first 48 components account
for roughly 40 % of variance explained for Cityscapes and
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25 % for Cocostuff. Therefore, lower performance of the
PCA-projected features on the linear probing task is ex-
pected since the transformed features contain much less in-
formation. Surprisingly, the unsupervised clustering per-
formance does not worsen until D = 48 for Cocostuff
and Cityscapes, even though significantly less information
is available. Hence, another factor is at play, improving
performance for lower embedding dimensions. This factor
likely is related to our previous argument that the k-means
algorithm converges better in lower dimensions.

Interestingly, all STEGO results in Figure 4 follow a
similar trend, where the cluster and linear performance
peaks at a dimension DSTEGO ≪ DViT. Furthermore,
Figure 4 (d, e) shows a similar trend for the PCA cluster
performance, which also has a slight upwards trend at ap-
proximately DSTEGO. These results suggest some optimal
configuration for the k-means algorithm, where both effects
– lower dimensions mean less information content, but a
better k-means convergence – balance out, again indicat-
ing that the dimensionality reduction is a critical contribu-
tion to STEGO’s performance in the unsupervised cluster-
ing case. Another explanation for the peak STEGO perfor-
mance could be that the hyperparameters, which Hamilton
et al. [20] identified, work best for DSTEGO and that hyper-
parameter tuning influences the results at other dimensions.

As shown in Figure 4 (a, b, d, e), we are able to repro-
duce the originally reported performance of STEGO with-
out CRF for Cocostuff and Cityscapes. However, the Pots-
dam results in Figure 4 (f) behave quite differently than
those on the more diverse and larger datasets. While in our
previous analysis, we found that all STEGO cluster probe
results show a conceptually similar trend (i.e., performance
peaks at a dimension D ≪ DViT and they robustly outper-
form the baselines), the entire Potsdam curve is shifted to
the left and does not meet the expected performance of the
pre-trained STEGO model. This vastly different behavior
is likely due to two reasons. First, the Potsdam aerial im-
agery dataset is out of distribution input for the ImageNet-
pre-trained DINO backbone, likely leading DINO to pro-
duce lower-quality embeddings. Second, the segmentation
head is trained on significantly fewer data for Potsdam than
Cityscapes and Cocostuff, making it more challenging for
the module to compensate for lower-quality DINO features.
Note that Potsdam is inherently smaller than Cityscapes
and Cocostuff containing only roughly 4.5k training images
as opposed to 15k and 490k pre-processed training images
for Cityscapes and Cocostuff, respectively. Nevertheless, it
is impressive that STEGO achieves over 60% mIoU using
only 6-dimensional embeddings in Figure 4 (f). A likely
reason for much better relative performance at lower di-
mensions is the considerably easier segmentation task hav-
ing only 3 classes for Potsdam, as opposed to 27 for Co-
costuff and Cityscapes. Separating these three classes using

the cluster probe in very high dimensions is challenging,
again supporting our argument that STEGO is an efficient
dimensionality reduction technique.

Finally, due to computational efficiency, we cache the
precomputed DINO features using the Squirrel library [38]
for PCA and RP. Therefore, we apply a slightly different
shuffling than the one used in the case of STEGO. The shuf-
fling styles can influence the performance of the mini-batch
k-means variant and the linear probe results, which might
explain why the PCA and RP results in Figure 4 sometimes
do not match the DINO performance at DViT exactly. Note
that for all STEGO results shown in Figure 4, we run the
original code with the unaltered shuffling strategy.

Minor results in Figure 4 include that all other dimen-
sionality reduction techniques in the linear and cluster probe
downstream task outperform RP. This is somewhat surpris-
ing as RP approximately preserves pair-wise distances. A
possible explanation might be the use of a cosine similarity-
based k-means clustering. Investigating different unsuper-
vised clusterings, such as a standard Euclidian distance-
based k-means or more advanced clustering approaches, is
an interesting direction for future investigations. However,
fitting RP is exceptionally fast and compute-efficient. Fi-
nally, CRF improves performance by a few percent, as indi-
cated in the STEGO paper [20] and other works in the field.

5. Conclusion
This work provided a deeper understanding and evalua-

tion of the recent STEGO method for unsupervised seman-
tic segmentation. We uncovered the working mechanisms
behind the architecture’s segmentation head, highlighted a
remarkable performance of the DINO backbone, and found
that STEGO compares favorably against traditional dimen-
sionality reduction techniques. A limitation of our analysis
is that we did not optimize STEGO’s loss parameters for
each embedding dimension.

Future research should detail the relationship between
the loss parameters and task performance. Additionally, it is
essential to investigate whether self-supervised fine-tuning
of the DINO backbone on new datasets can yield compa-
rable results to STEGO. Lastly, it is interesting to explore
other clustering strategies, such as over-clustering of the
features with k-means as proposed in MaskDistill [41], or
using different clustering algorithms that perform well in
high-dimensional spaces such as h-NNE [35] for which we
show first results in the supplementary material.
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